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CONFIDENTIAL
MINUTES
CHILD PROTECTION TASKFORCE 11/09/04
ARCHBISHOP'S RESIDENCE WEST TERRACE. ADELAIDE.

Present: Archbishop Wilson, Jane Swift, Pauline Frick, Sue Cain, Allan
Dooley, Chris Rann, Tony Fuller, Msg. David Cappo, Anne Carolin
St. Ann's

Anne met with iREDACTED
I and Martin Aartsen to ask them about school
practices regarding student supervision when attending curriculum activities
such as RDA. swimming and TAFE at the time when Brian Perkins was
employed as a bus driver at St. Ann's.
Anne reported Martin and ~~~E>AC Is responses to these issues;
1. Brian Perkins was employed as a bus driver, not as an ESQ.
Consequently he did not supervise students attending these curriculum
activities.
2. Students attending swimming and RDA were accompanied by their
~ and an ESQ.
class teacher( in this case !REDACTED
3. They did not travel alone on the bus with Brian Perkins to these
activities.
4. They do not recall any reports of the bus being late for these activities.
5. They recall that REDACTED
took his own class for woodwork.
accompanied his students to TAFE.
6. They recall that REDACTED
7. !REDACTED
had a bus drivers license and would have driven the bus
to these activities.
8. !REDACTED
organized a class camp for the Transition Class at
Noarlunga. !REDACTED
~ttended this camp. This appears to be
referred when she spoke about the
the camp to which !REDACTED
incident at camp when iREDAC !was isolated in a room on her own .
I

I

~~~DACTiand Martin said that as iREDACTED
lwas iREDAc rs class teacher he
would be able to provide more definitive answers to these questions. IREDAC I
!REDACTED would also be able to provide more accurate information relating to
swimming classes, RDA and the Transition Class camp.
I

Allan and Tony a;reed to pursue the possibility of an interview with
!REDACTED
land REDACTED
I
Archbisho Wilson said that he was in the process of arranging a meeting
with the Family 2 Family and anticipated that Sue Cain would be involved in
this meeting.
Tony Fuller reported that the team had worked on a draft response to Sr.
Loreto's letter. They had addressed the issues in a historical perspective and
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would be providing the Archbishop with a briefing paper for his interview with
Sr. Loreto.
Paul Slattery had indicated that he would endeavour to provide the St. Ann's
Review and School Board Guidelines to Tony prior to this meeting unless he
was unable to do this due to his court commitments.
CCI
Sue Cain said that Jo Bucci was coming to Adelaide next week to go through
the St. Ann's files in order to prepare the evidence for the St. Ann's insurance
claim . She believed that since Edmund Fernandez departure CCI were not
fully aware the situation. They were still asking for police statements and other
forms of evidence that were not available.
Allan commented on the changes in relationship between the CEO and CCI
over the past months. His said that after initial difficulties the relationship had
improved over the past few weeks.
Malcolm Robinson:

Tony Fuller provided a written summary of the legal implications pertaining to
the AASW's notification that Malcolm Robinson is no longer eligible for
membership of the Association.
Archbishop Wilson said that the taskforce needed to take the following
actions:
1. Contact Malcolm Robinson to discuss the actions of the AASW
2. Pay outstanding invoices relating to counseling services provided my
Malcolm Robinson.
David Cappo, Jane Swift, Pauline Frick and Tony Fuller will meet to discuss a
plan of action relating the contractual relationship between Malcolm Robinson
and the Diocese.
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Anne Carolin

